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Introduction
•

The Column Object Framework For Eﬀective Analysis
(COFFEA) is "an analysis framework based on big data
technologies."

•

Laurelin is a Java-based ROOT I/O implementation
enabling Apache Spark to directly read ROOT files
without first converting to an intermediate format
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The aim of Coffea
• Coffea project started in Fall 2018 at Fermilab
• Working closely with the IRIS-HEP Analysis Systems group
• Goal: Prepare CMS analysis for the challenges of the HL-LHC
- Develop tools for physics analysis, taking advantage of techniques and software
developed in industry, help physicists do analysis more efficiently

10x more analysis CPU
demand, same number of
analyzers
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similarly far more data

•
•
•

"Wide, Dense and Jagged"
HEP data has several important characteristics which distinguish it
from "common" applications. Our data is:

Wide - Datasets contain O(200) columns, of which ~70 are used
Dense - Within each dataset, we typically must process every row
Jagged - Most interesting columns contain variable-length lists
Wide
Q X

Y

The HL-LHC upgrade will
produce many more rows of
data, who all will be more
jagged than before. We want
to make analyzing these data
as straightforward as possible

Z

Dense

Jagged
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What
Whatare
arewe
wedoing?
doing?
hat are we doing?

Moving
from
Event loop
analysis
to Columnar
analysis
• We are
developing
tools
that expose
HEP data
to array programming and
ving
fromloop
Event
loop analysis
Columnar
analysis
database
concepts
with lowtooverhead
and
short time to insight
• Event
analysis:

Expressions
operatefor
onaentire,
possibly
jagged,
of data
- -Load
relevant
values
specific
event into
localarrays
variables
vent
loop
analysis:

-Evaluate
Use awkward
toexpressions
make SoA physics objects
several
Load relevant values for a specific event into local variables
-Store
Supply
essential
tools for applying corrections
derived
values
Evaluate several
expressions
Event
Expose analysis
to a variety of scale out mechanisms and make them
easy to use
- -Repeat
loop
Store
derived(explicit
valuesouter loop)
Event
loop

Repeat (explicit outer loop)

• Columnar analysis: Cast analysis in terms of array
transformations.
- Load relevant
values for many
events into contiguous arrays
olumnar
analysis:
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Nested structure
(array
of arrays)
Load• relevant
values for
many
events into contiguous arrays
Make array ops.
extensible and
- Evaluate
several
programming
expressions
• Nested
structure
(arrayarray
of arrays)
• Implicit
innerarray
loops programming
easyK.for
Physicists
to use
at K.
scale
From
Pedro
From
Pedro
Evaluate
several
expressions
- Store
derived
• Implicit
inner
loopsvalues
From K. Pedro

Store derived values

• Array programming:
Event
- Simple
operations to act on an
rray
programming:
loop

entire
array at to
once
Simple
operations
act on an
entire
array at once
3
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Columnar
Columnar

F

From K

Community Adoption
• ~30 users across ~10 analyses
• Various engagement of the packages (some people only want histograms)
• Coffea is being used in analysis CI schemes
- GitHub push resulting in jobs pushed to cluster, updated results
- Indicates rapid turn around and easy scale out (but it’s on condor)
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Coffea Processor in: Apache Spark
• https://spark.apache.org
- The industry standard in big data processing
- Powerful database operations on arbitrarily distributed data (building on Hadoop)

• HEP only uses large-scale computing for map-reduce operations
- Other operations, e.g. analysis synchronization and cross checks, restricted to limited
scale because of difficult setup
- Spark can radically change this, and this will matter for HL-LHC

<- 1.29 MHz (over xrootd)
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Distributed Databases, HEP, and Spark (1)
• Once you’ve got your data into Spark (with Laurelin) the possibilities open up
- pyspark interface + arrow-based UDF allows in all of python ecosystem

• The Spark table/dataframe interface exposes optimized operations which
significantly improve quality of life for analysts
- Most notably: inner and outer joins (i.e. analysis synchronization)
- Similarly, single-column updates become very lightweight

The full join takes ~60s, all data read
over xrootd, some from other sites
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hist on
joined data

Distributed Databases, HEP, and Spark (2)
• Even more important:
- easily usable caching for rapid re-analysis, generalization of analysis workflows

• Most histogram derivation workflows:
process input columns into histograms

regroup data for efficient merging
histogram merging with zero-removal
final histogram output

• Caching: (this is re-running the same from 3 slides ago)

1.29 MHz (no cache)
<- 3.15 MHz (from cache)
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Laurelin
•
•

HEP stores data in the ROOT file format
• Designed specifically for our needs
• Little support outside of our ecosystem
Laurelin reads ROOT files directly into Spark
• No conversion to an intermediate format
Laurelin was a sparkling
• Designed with Spark API in mind In LoTR,
golden tree whose fruit later
Installed
via
standard
interfaces
•
formed the Sun

3 lines to install Laurelin, load ROOT files, manipulate data
in Apache Spark
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•

•
•

Laurelin transforms the ROOT file into Spark DataFrames
by:
1. Parsing the file metadata
2. Decompressing and caching the baskets of data
3. Exposing the decompressed baskets to Spark in a
column-wise fashion
File I/O and decompression are performed in parallel
Will soon store these data in Arrow format in-memory
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Spark Partitions

Laurelin - Overview

Laurelin - Highlights
•

Pure Java re-implementation of ROOT I/O

•
•

Trivially deployable within Spark (one line in config)

•
•

V2 of Spark DataSource API is a first-class citizen

Support for all types required by CMS NANOAOD format

•
•

No dependency on C++ ROOT implementation

Scalars but also (possibly-)nested structs and fixed/variablelength arrays

File I/O and decompression in parallel to reduce latency
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Laurelin - Future Work
•

•
•

Tuning and optimization, in particular around minimizing
eﬀect of I/O latency

•

Many HEP experiments have data distributed globally, so
10s or even 100s of msec latency is common

•

Caching of baskets is currently LRU, which is suboptimal

Write capability - important for interoperability w/other tools
More eﬃcient decompression libraries

•

LZMA, ZLIB, etc... implementations are pure-java and
quite slow
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•

•

Outlook

These projects are less than 1.5 years old but have reached
the stage where users are doing "real" work
• Can do a full analysis over 2.6B events in 45 minutes
• Hopefully the first Coﬀea-based publication will be soon!
Many opportunities for improvement and new applications
1 ML pipeline w/HEP data
CERN/U.
Padova
demonstrated
•
on Apache Spark and distributed TF.Keras
• ML increasingly important to HEP
• Caching and sharing both input & intermediate data
across users
• Supporting multiple users simultaneously is key
• Oﬄoading columnar operations to accelerators
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1909.10389.pdf

Thanks!

github.com/CoﬀeaTeam/coﬀea
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github.com/spark-root/laurelin

